Abstract-The traditional CRC encoder is usually only for a kind of stationary generating polynomial, so the signal sending end and the receiving end is the one to one relationship. To break this relationship, we want to add some control to make generating polynomial can be artificially easily changed. Finally, achieve the circuit design by FPGA and simulate by Modelsim. This paper mainly designed the principle general of CRC encode which generating polynomial can be changed, derive CRC model for all polynomial and simulate the results.
INTRODUCTION
Digital communication process often affected by noise and other complex factors. It makes the data changed after channel. The changed data are error codes, check code plays an important role in error control.
In order to catch these error codes, the sender perform a mathematical operation on the information data which will be sent. Send out the data together with the result of the operation [1] [2] . Then perform the same operation on the receive data and compare the result. If the information data are corrupted during transmission, the two result will inconsistent. The receiver will apply for the sender send data again. This is error control [3] [4] . 
II. PRINCIPLES AND MODEL

A. The Principle of CRC
In short, CRC check principle is followed a K bits information data sequence with an R bits check code (sequence). Thereby build an N (N= K + R) bits binary sequence. There is a unique relation between the check code and information data. If one bit or some bits of the data are changed, this particular relationship will be destroyed. Therefore, we can judge the data changed or not [5] .
B. Algorithm of CRC
The binary sequence which will be send is shown as follow:
The send binary sequence form of data sequence and check code sequence.
As shown in above, r(x) can be obtained by calculation. First, the information data polynomial is multiplied by 2 R (binary sequence fill R "0"), then divided by the generator polynomial g(x) [6] .
is an integer, representing the quotient, R n (x) is a binary remainder. Put the (3) into the (2) as follows:
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is check code we need [7] .
C. Modulo Two Division
All division above are modulo two division. The difference of modulo two division and ordinary division is remainder. The remainder of modulo two division is equal to XOR value of the dividend and divisor [8] . The ordinary is equal to the difference.
Allow information to be send M = 1101110011, generating polynomial is x 5 +x 3 +1. The corresponding code g = 101001, R = 5. After M fill five 0,Then do the modulo two division for g, Remainder r(x) = 01100. The calculation process is shown in figure 2 . Therefore, the actual data to be sent is 110111001101100.
D. The Structure of CRC Encoder
How to get the check code from information data is the key of the encode. The structure of the encode including division circuit and other auxiliary circuit. Division circuit was composed of shift register and modulo two adder [9] . In CRC5 example, the structure of CRC5 is shown as follow: The encode needs to meet the follow requirements [10] :  The number of the shift register in division circuit is equal to highest degree(R) of g(x);  If a bit of the coefficient of g(x) is equal to 0, the corresponding register XOR gate is invalid.  The number of bit need fill "0" is equal to R (degree of generator polynomial).
III. GENERAL CRC A. Design of General CRC Rncoder
The Species of generator polynomial is as many as forty or fifty, Table. 1 list some of them. The survey found that although the degree of generator polynomial can be as high as 128 or even 160, the largest degree of we can use is 64. CRC encoder needs to have the following characteristics to meet the requirements of the encoder to achieve the goal of general.
 A 64 bits shift register. If the chosen generator polynomial degree is largest, the number of shift register is still enough.  All registers are connected with an XOR gate. It is effectively controlled by AND gate.  No matter how many degree of the generator polynomial is, the data all is filled by sixty-four "0". The ultimate goal is to make the last bit of the data also can pass the shift register. The R1~R64 are 64 bits shift register, P0~P64 are 65 bits register is used to hold generator polynomial. Let R64 and all polynomial register do logic AND arithmetic. Then, the results and shift register do XOR operation. Finally, sent the results of the XOR operation into the next bit of the shift register.
B. The Structure of General CRC Encode
C. Work Flow of General CRC Encoder
At the beginning, input generator polynomial into generator polynomial register, and calculate the number of bit of the polynomial (N) (It is aim to calculate how many bits of the check code is (R = N-1). We want to choose the highest R bits of register as a check sequence).
After the generator polynomial input finished, began to input information data into shift register. When the information data input finished, it need entering sixty-four 0 to register, then highest R bits of register is what we need. V. CONCLUSION General CRC has many advantages. Such as, the structure is simple, the algorithm is easy to understand. It can be applied to most of the generator polynomial, so it meet the different needs of different areas. But it also has many shortcomings. It caused by the disadvantages of CRC algorithm. For example, the different information data may be have the same check code. So, it cannot detect information data transmission errors effectively.
